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Recent&Trends&in&Wetlands&Enforcement&

Isolated&Wetlands:&

%Throughout%the%greater%Houston%area%there%has%been%a%
noticeable%trend%of%less%enforcement%activity%by%the%Corps%
of%Engineers%against%mechanized%landCclearing%projects%
that%potentially%impact%isolated%wetlands.%Local%
consultants,%engineers,%landowners%and%others%who%are%
experienced%and%knowledgeable%about%wetlands%affairs%
have%noticed%this%trend.%

Isolated-wetlands%are%nonCtidal%
freshwater%wetlands%which%are%
surrounded%by%uplands%and%do%not%
have%a%relatively%permanent%and%
continuous%surfaceCwater%connection%to%
traditional%navigable%waters.%%%%

This%trend%is%the%direct%result%of%U.S.%Supreme%Court%
rulings%that%have%restricted%federal%authority%over%isolated%
wetlands%and%effectively%curtailed%the%Corps’%ability%to%take%
enforcement%action%in%cases%that%involve%only%isolated%
wetlands.%
Since%2001%there%have%been%three%U.S.%Supreme%Court%
rulings,%which%narrowly%define%the%boundaries%of%federal%
Clean%Water%Act%(CWA)%jurisdiction%and%protect%the%rights%
of%landowners%who%are%targeted%with%enforcement%action%
by%federal%agencies.%%
The%Environmental%Protection%Agency%(EPA)%and%the%U.S.%
Army%Corps%of%Engineers%(Corps)%are%jointly%responsible%
for%administering%the%federal%wetlands%regulatory%
program.%These%two%Agencies%have%actively%opposed%the%
Supreme%Court’s%wetlands%rulings%and%their%resistance%has%
created%major%legal%conflicts%between%the%Agencies%and%the%
Court%over%federal%wetlands%policies.%This%ongoing%conflict%
has%produced%a%federal%wetlands%regulatory%program%that%
is%very%complicated,%inconsistent%and%unstable.%%
Isolated&Wetlands:&
For%regulatory%purposes,%wetlands%are%divided%into%two%
categories%–%adjacent%and%isolated.%
Adjacent-wetlands%occur%next%to%bays,%estuaries%and%tidal%
waters%in%coastal%areas,%and%they%are%also%found%in%some%
inland%areas%next%to%rivers%and%streams%that%flow%year%
round%(relatively%permanent%waters).%Adjacent%wetlands%
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are%subject%to%federal%jurisdiction%under%Section%404%of%the%
Clean%Water%Act%(CWA).%Activities%and%projects%that%impact%
adjacent%wetlands%require%a%permit%from%the%Corps%of%
Engineers.%
Isolated-wetlands%are%nonCtidal%freshwater%wetlands%which%
are%surrounded%by%uplands%and%do%not%have%a%relatively%
permanent%and%continuous%surfaceCwater%connection%to%
traditional%navigable%waters.%Most%isolated%wetlands%are%
located%inland,%far%from%traditional%navigable%waters%and%
away%from%rivers%and%streams%that%flow%yearCround.%
Isolated%wetlands%are%not%subject%to%federal%jurisdiction%
under%Section%404%of%the%Clean%Water%Act%(CWA)%except%in%
rare%cases%where%there%is%a%clearly%defined%and%
demonstrable%“significant%nexus”%to%traditional%navigable%
waters.%

Mechanized&LandDClearing:&
Mechanized%landCclearing%is%the%
process%of%removing%trees,%dense%
underbrush%and%roots%using%heavy%
equipment%such%as%bulldozers%and%
trackChoes.%%

Isolated%wetlands%are%the%most%common%type%of%wetlands%
that%occur%in%the%inland%areas%of%east%Texas%and%the%greater%
Houston%area.%
Undeveloped%land%in%the%greater%Houston%area%is%often%
poorly%drained%due%to%flat%topography%and%lack%of%
maintenance.%When%land%is%not%routinely%mowed%it%becomes%
overgrown%with%vegetation%which%clogs%ditches%and%blocks%
drainage,%and%this%creates%isolated%wetlands.%
U.&S.&Supreme&Court&Rulings&That&Effect&Isolated&
Wetlands:&
SWANCC:%
Before%2001%all%wetlands%were%subject%to%federal%regulation%
under%Section%404%of%the%Clean%Water%Act%(CWA).%In%January%
2001,%the%U.%S.%Supreme%Court%ruled%in%its%SWANCC%decision%
that%“isolated”%wetlands%are%notCsubject%to%federal%
jurisdiction%and%therefore%do%not%trigger%a%legal%requirement%
to%notify%the%Corps%and%apply%for%a%Section%404%permit.%%
Rapanos:%
In%2006,%the%Supreme%Court%issued%the%Rapanos%decision,%
which%further%restricted%the%reach%of%Clean%Water%Act%(CWA)%
jurisdiction.%Rapanos%stipulated%that%wetlands%must%have%a%

“Mechanized-land:clearing-injurisdictional-wetlands-withouta-Corps’-permit-is-considered-an“unpermitted-discharge”-whichviolates-the-Clean-Water-Act.-“-
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continuous%surfaceCwater%connection%which%
directly%abuts%relatively%permanent%waters%in%
order%to%be%considered%“adjacent”%and%therefore%
subject%to%CWA%jurisdiction.%%

of%definition%has%caused%disputes%and%made%it%
difficult%for%the%Corps%to%apply%significant%nexus%as%
a%legal%tool%for%enforcement%action%in%cases%that%
involve%only%isolated%wetlands.%

The%type%of%surfaceCwater%connection%necessary%to%
establish%CWA%jurisdiction%must%be%permanent%and%
broad%such%that%there%is%no%clear%boundary%or%
physical%demarcation%between%water%in%the%
wetlands%and%relatively%permanent%waters.%%

Sackett:%

Under%Rapanos,%temporary%and%occasional%
hydrology%connections%such%as:%stormwater%sheetC
flow,%subCsurface%groundwater,%and%flood%events%
that%may%occur%once%every%100%years:%are%not%
sufficient%to%establish%CWA%jurisdiction%over%
isolated%wetlands.%
The%Corps%has%openly%opposed%the%Supreme%
Court’s%narrow%limits%on%hydrology%connections,%
and%it%frequently%applies%a%much%broader%(but%
unofficial)%definition%to%assert%CWA%jurisdiction.%
The%Corps%may%apply%its%broad%definition%(sheet%
flow,%100%year%floodplain,%groundwater)%on%a%caseC
byCcase%basis%for%permitting%purposes.%However,%
the%Corps%will%respect%the%Court’s%more%narrow%
definition%when%contemplating%enforcement%
action.%
The%Rapanos%decision%recognized%that%some%
isolated%wetlands%could%be%subject%to%CWA%
jurisdiction%in%cases%where%there%is%a%“significant%
nexus”%between%isolated%wetlands%and%
downstream%traditional%navigable%waters.%The%
Rapanos%decision%addressed%“significant%nexus”%in%
general%terms%but%did%not%clearly%define%this%term.%
Instead%the%Court%instructed%the%Corps%and%EPA%to%
develop%and%promulgate%a%regulatory%definition%of%
significant%nexus,%but%this%has%not%yet%happened.%
The%Agencies%have%issued%proposed%regulations%on%
CWA%jurisdiction%(below),%which%include%a%
proposed%definition%of%significant%nexus,%but%there%
is%no%official%legal%definition%at%this%time.%This%lack%

In%March%2012,%the%Supreme%Court%issued%the%
Sackett%decision,%which%effectively%reduced%the%
legal%authority%of%the%Corps%and%EPA%to%take%
enforcement%action%in%isolated%wetlands%cases%
(and%in%other%cases%where%CWA%jurisdiction%is%in%
dispute).%
Before%Sackett,%when%the%Corps%took%enforcement%
action,%the%landowner%did%not%have%legal%standing%
to%sue%the%Corps%until%after%lengthy%and%expensive%
administrative%procedures%were%fully%exhausted.%
The%Corps%would%issue%a%Cease%&%Desist%order%to%
stop%a%construction%project%and%then%compel%the%
landowner%to%acquiesce%to%the%Corps’%demands.%In%
most%cases%the%Corps%would%prevail%by%merely%
threatening%to%issue%Cease%&%Desist%order%because%
the%landowner%had%no%recourse.%
As%a%result%of%Sackett,%the%Corps%now%has%a%higher%
legal%bar%to%surmount%before%it%issues%a%Cease%&%
Desist%order.%Sackett%upheld%due%process%under%
the%law%and%gave%landowners%the%right%to%seek%a%
hearing%in%federal%court%before%the%Corps%
implements%punitive%enforcement%actions.%%
The%Sackett%decision%gives%landowners%the%right%to%
file%a%lawsuit%early%in%the%enforcement%process%and%
this%risk%of%litigation%has%influenced%the%Corps%to%
curtail%enforcement%actions%in%cases%that%involve%
only%isolated%wetlands.%
Mechanized&LandDClearing:&
Mechanized%landCclearing%is%the%process%of%
removing%trees,%dense%underbrush%and%roots%using%
heavy%equipment%such%as%bulldozers%and%trackC
hoes.%Land%clearing%is%usually%the%first%task%in%
developing%raw%land.%The%Corps%has%historically%
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regulated%mechanized%landCclearing%because%of%
protects%the%landowner%in%the%event%of%a%potential%
potential%impacts%to%wetlands%and%other%“waters%of% dispute%over%isolated%wetlands.%
the%United%States.”%%%
Wetlands&Regulatory&Program:&&
The%regulation%of%mechanized%landCclearing%is%one%
of%the%primary%methods%by%which%federal%agencies% The%Corps%of%Engineers%administers%the%federal%
wetlands%regulatory%program%along%with%the%
have%gained%control%over%land%development.%%
Environmental%Protection%Agency%(EPA).%Since%the%
When%dirt%is%moved%by%a%bulldozer,%the%disturbed% inception%of%this%program%over%thirty%years%ago,%it%
soil%becomes%legally%defined%as%“fill%material.”%If%
has%evolved%into%a%large%and%complicated%
this%fill%material%falls%into%wetlands%then%it%
bureaucracy%who%oversees%permitting,%mitigation%
becomes%a%“discharge.”%%The%Corps%of%Engineers%
and%enforcement.%%
regulates%the%“discharge-of-fill-material”%into%
The%Corps%is%the%lead%regulatory%agency%for%
jurisdictional%wetlands.%%
wetlands%and%over%the%years%it%has%effectively%
Mechanized%landCclearing%in%jurisdictional%
assumed%control%over%the%approval%process%for%
wetlands%without%a%Corps’%permit%is%considered%an% large%land%development%projects%such%as%
“unpermitted-discharge”%which%violates%the%Clean%
residential%subdivisions,%masterCplanned%
Water%Act.%%
communities,%shopping%centers,%office%buildings,%
drainage%structures,%roads,%and%other%
Before%the%Sackett%decision,%the%Corps%frequently%
infrastructure%projects.%
pursued%enforcement%action%against%unpermitted%
discharges%associated%with%mechanized%landC
The%wetlands%regulatory%program%is%divided%into%
clearing.%Currently,%there%are%numerous%landC
two%administrative%categories%–%permitting%and%
clearing%projects%in%the%greater%Houston%area%that% enforcement.%The%Corps%interprets%and%applies%
previously%would%have%been%targeted%as%
CWA%jurisdiction%more%broadly%for%permitting%
“unpermitted%discharges”%but%are%now%proceeding% activities,%but%more%narrowly%for%enforcement%
unimpeded%by%enforcement%action.%
actions.%%
The%Galveston%District%of%the%Corps%of%Engineers%is%
proficient%in%tracking%and%monitoring%land%
development%projects%in%the%greater%Houston%area.%
The%Corps%receives%reports%and%complaints%from%
the%general%public%regarding%possible%wetlands%
violations.%The%Corps%is%well%informed%about%
mechanized%landCclearing%but%has%adopted%a%more%
cautious%approach%to%enforcement%due%to%Supreme%
Court%rulings.%
Before%undertaking%any%mechanized%landCclearing%
work,%it%is%highly%recommended%that%the%
landowner%properly%evaluate%and%document%the%
regulatory%status%of%its%property%with%respect%to%
wetlands%and%other%possible%“waters%of%the%United%
States.”%This%documentation%(wetlands%report)%

Most%landowners%try%to%avoid%conflicts%with%
regulatory%agencies%so%they%usually%avoid%raising%
disputes%over%CWA%jurisdiction.%It%has%become%a%
customary%practice%for%permit%applicants%to%
concede%to%the%Corps’%broad%interpretation%of%CWA%
jurisdiction%in%order%to%expedite%the%permit%
process%and%reduce%delays.%%
Previously,%the%Corps%aggressively%deployed%its%
public%relations%resources%to%educate%and%warn%
landowners%not%to%commence%mechanized%landC
clearing%before%first%notifying%the%Corps%and%either:%
apply%for%a%wetlands%permit,%or%verify%that%a%permit%
is%not%required.%Those%landowners%who%failed%to%
notify%the%Corps%and%were%subsequently%
discovered,%could%be%threatened%with%a%Cease%&%
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Desist%order,%forced%to%stop%work,%and%then%
compelled%to%apply%for%an%“AfterCtheCFact”%permit%
before%resuming%work.%

enforcement%in%isolated%wetlands,%the%Corps’%
regulatory%staff%may%now%devote%more%attention%
and%resources%to%permit%violations.%

At%this%time,%there%is%no%legal%requirement%to%notify% Proposed&Regulations&on&CWA&Jurisdiction:&
the%Corps%and%apply%for%a%permit%on%projects%that%
Earlier%this%year%on%April%21,%2014,%the%EPA%and%
impact%only%isolated%wetlands,%and%enforcement%
Corps%issued%proposed%regulations,%which%would%
action%is%less%likely%to%occur.%
revise%and%modify%the%regulatory%definition%of%
While%enforcement%involving%isolated%wetlands%
“waters%of%the%United%States.”%The%proposed%
has%declined,%the%Corps%continues%to%take%
regulations%are%intended%to%clarify%the%rules,%
enforcement%action%against%unpermitted%
resolve%confusion%and%stabilize%the%regulatory%
discharges%in%coastal%regions%and%other%inland%
program,%but%this%proposal%is%fraught%with%
areas%where%adjacent%wetlands%and%CWA%
complexity.%%
jurisdiction%are%clearly%defined%and%indisputable.%%
The%proposed%regulations%would;%introduce%new%
There%is%no%dispute%that%traditional%navigable%
regulatory%definitions%and%procedures,%expand%the%
waters,%bays,%estuaries,%tidal%waters,%relatively%
boundaries%of%CWA%jurisdiction,%and%reCestablish%
permanent%waters%and%their%adjacent%wetlands%are% legal%authority%for%enforcement%action%in%cases%that%
regulated%under%the%Clean%Water%Act.%Mechanized% involve%isolated%wetlands%and%other%waters%where%
land%clearing%and%other%soil%disturbing%activities%in% CWA%jurisdiction%is%currently%in%dispute%because%of%
these%jurisdictional%waters%definitely%trigger%a%
Supreme%Court%rulings.%%
legal%requirement%to%notify%the%Corps%and%apply%
There%has%been%strong%public%opposition%to%the%
for%a%permit%prior%to%starting%work.%Failure%to%do%
proposed%regulations%from%landowners,%
so%can%result%in%severe%penalties.%
agricultural%interests,%state%and%local%governments,%
The%Corps%may%also%take%enforcement%action%
and%the%National%Association%of%Home%Builders.%
against%violations%that%arise%when%wetlands%
These%proposed%regulations%were%issued%for%public%
permit%holders%and%applicants%fail%to%satisfy%or%
notice%and%comment%under%federal%ruleCmaking%
comply%with%the%terms%and%conditions%of%their%
procedures%and%over%683,000%comments%were%
permit.%These%terms%and%conditions%are%legally%
received.%This%huge%amount%comments%is%
binding%and%typically%apply%to%project%design,%
indicative%of%broad%and%substantial%opposition.%The%
mitigation,%monitoring,%reporting,%and%other%
Agencies%must%respond%to%these%comments%before%
requirements.%%
finalizing%the%regulations%and%this%process%will%be%
lengthy.%
The%Corps%can%implement%administrative%
enforcement%actions%against%permit%holders%and%
The%U.S%House%of%Representatives%passed%
applicants,%which%cause%project%delays,%additional% legislation%that%would%prevent%final%adoption%of%the%
costs,%and%possible%withdrawal%of%the%wetlands%
proposed%regulations.%Given%the%results%of%the%midC
permit.%%
term%elections%it%seems%more%likely%that%a%
legislative%fix%may%be%considered%by%the%full%Senate%
Permit%violations%are%quite%common%and%were%
in%2015.%%
previously%overlooked%because%the%Corps%focused%
its%enforcement%resources%on%unpermitted%
Despite%strong%opposition,%it%is%difficult%to%predict%
discharges.%With%the%trend%of%declining%
the%final%outcome.%The%proposed%CWA%regulations%
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%
may%be%modified%and%eventually%become%law,%or%
delayed%and%eventually%abandoned%altogether.%%
If%the%proposed%regulations%survive%and%become%
law%then%the%wetlands%regulatory%program%
would%become%larger%and%more%vigorous%in%
both%permitting%and%enforcement.%
If%the%proposed%regulations%are%delayed%and%
abandoned,%this%does%not%mean%that%the%
wetlands%regulatory%program%would%return%to%
some%preCexisting%‘status%quo.’%There%has%never%
been%a%status%quo%because%wetlands%law%has%
always%been%in%a%constant%state%of%change.%The%
Agencies%would%invent%new%ways%to%regulate%
wetlands,%there%would%be%resistance,%but%the%
regulatory%program%shall%continue.%%
Conclusion:&
Given%the%ongoing%controversy%and%constantly%
changing%rules%and%procedures%that%govern%
wetlands%and%other%waters%of%the%United%States,%
this%will%continue%to%be%a%complicated%and%
challenging%issue%that%affects%property%value%
and%the%rights%of%landowners.%It%is%strongly%
recommended%that%landowners%properly%
evaluate%and%document%any%potential%wetlands,%

streams,%ditches%and%other%waters%on%their%
property,%based%on%the%plain%language%of%the%
Supreme%Court%and%other%relevant%court%
decisions.%This%documentation%(wetland%report)%
serves%to%protect%landowners%in%the%event%of%a%
potential%dispute%over%isolated%wetlands%by%
providing%accurate%regulatory%information%to%
government%agencies,%prospective%buyers%and%
other%parties%as%may%be%necessary%to%respond%to%
inquiries%and%resolve%disputes.%
Jim%Coody,%PE%
%
Jim-Coody-is-a-Professional-Engineer-with-over-25years-of-experience-in-wetlands-and-relatedenvironmental-regulatory-issues-that-affect-land:useauthorization-in-the-greater-Houston-area-and-eastTexas.-His-clients-include-owners-of-large-and-smalltracts-of-land,-real-estate-developers,-brokers,municipal-utility-districts,-school-districts,-and-othercompanies-and-institutions.-Areas-of-specializationinclude-analysis-and-documentation-of-wetlands,streams,-ditches-and-ponds;-permitting,-maintenanceof-undeveloped-land,%coordination-with-governmentagencies,-and-project-management.%

We specialize in helping landowners plan, design and manage development projects to avoid triggering a
wetlands permit requirement and avoid impacts to jurisdictional wetlands.-
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